Section A
Changes to strategic priorities and key
performance indicators
●
●
●

A new strategic priority: Support the borough to recover well from the impacts of
the pandemic
Revision to an existing strategic priority
Changes to corporate KPIs

A new strategic priority for Kingston
Support the borough to recover well from the impacts of the pandemic
Actions

Target date

Deliver essential recovery programmes and activity to stimulate the local economy to the benefit of local businesses
and residents, including through the Economic Recovery Taskforce (Leader)

Ongoing

Facilitate collaborative working between the Council, its statutory and voluntary sector partners and local groups to
support local communities, including through the Communities Taskforce (PH C&E)

Ongoing

Deliver a cohesive partnership vision, guided by our residents, to move forward from the Covid-19 pandemic (Leader) January 2022
Implement all areas of work to prevent further spread of COVID-19 in Kingston as outlined in the Kingston Local
Outbreak Control Plan and address health disparities related to ‘enduring transmission’ (PH ASC&PH)

Ongoing

Provide, coordinate and communicate support and assistance to those who are most vulnerable during the Covid-19
pandemic, including through the Kingston Stronger Together Hub (PH ASC&PH)

Ongoing

Develop process to link data on disparities, inequalities and deprivation to support future service planning across the
council (PH ASC&PH)

March 2022

Revision to an existing priority area
As part of an annual refresh to check the relevance of the priorities, there is one priority that is recommended to be changed for
2021/22, to ensure coherence with the refreshed borough Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy
Previous

Suggested

People of all ages and backgrounds integrate well and share our vision Our diverse communities are celebrated and supported,
for Kingston as a diverse, tolerant and welcoming borough (PH C&E) and Kingston is a safe and welcoming borough for all

Changes to Corporate KPIs
As part of an annual refresh to check the relevance of the corporate KPIs, there are three indicators that are recommended to be
changed for 2021/22 monitoring and reporting, these are in Children’s Services.
Current KPI

Suggested new KPI for 2021/22

The proportion of schools judged as good or better by Ofsted (PH CS)

% Children Looked After with 3+ placements (within 12 months)
Inclusion of this indicator will provide a focus on placement sufficiency
and suitability, a priority area for the Council. Placement stability
directly impacts young people in care to a significant extent and gives a
direct reflection of the challenges currently facing Achieving for
Children. Data for this indicator is available quarterly.

The current indicator is of significant interest but is only produced annually and for
2019/20 and 2020/21 there will be no data published due to the pandemic.

% Point gap between attainment of disadvantaged pupils and non-disadvantaged
pupils achieving the expected level (9-4) in English and maths at Key Stage 4 (PH
CS)
The current indicator is of significant interest but is only produced annually and for
2019/20 and 2020/21 there will be no data published due to the pandemic.

Average progress 8 score per pupil at Key Stage 4 (PH CS)
The current indicator is of significant interest but is only produced annually and for
2019/20 and 2020/21 there will be no data published due to the pandemic.

% Children Looked After visited within statutory timescale
Inclusion of this indicator will provide a focus on the quality of care
being provided to children and young people in the care of Kingston,
highlight pressures on the service and will rebalance the indicators.
Direct contact with children and young people is essential to ensure the
well-being of the young person. Data for this indicator is available
quarterly so any issues can quickly be identified and action taken.
% re-referrals to Children's Social Care (within 12 months)
Inclusion of re-referrals to Children's Social Care rebalances the
indicators and directly reflects the vulnerabilities of the borough's
residents and can therefore be used to drive service improvement and
respond to changing circumstances in Kingston. Data for this indicator
is available quarterly.

Section B

Strategic outcome 1:

A sustainable approach to new homes,
development and infrastructure which benefits our
communities, in a well maintained borough

Complete and Ongoing
10

2

In progress

On hold

Closed

24

1

4

PLACE COMMITTEE

Work with local residents to bring forward the redevelopment of the Cambridge Road Estate, increasing the number of
social rented homes and providing new replacement homes, open spaces and new community facilities for existing
residents (Portfolio holder: Housing)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Work with existing residents, the local community
and development partner to bring forward a
comprehensive plan for the Cambridge Road
Estate regeneration, with independent advice
available to residents

Following a comprehensive pre-planning consultation, a hybrid
planning application was submitted to the LPA in November 2020.
The statutory consultation period ends mid-January and the
application will be considered by the Development Control
Committee in the early Spring.

Complete

Original:
01/02/2020
Revised:
Ongoing

Complete

Original:
01/03/2020

Hold a fair resident ballot at the Cambridge Road
Complete
Estate that enshrines best practice techniques and
guidance in engagement and consultation to apply
to other RBK major regeneration opportunity sites

Narrative: Work with local residents to bring forward the redevelopment of the Cambridge Road Estate, increasing the number of social rented
homes and providing new replacement homes, open spaces and new community facilities for existing residents
The Council has committed to provide continuity of community facilities at Cambridge Road Estate during the regeneration. In the Summer we will start
consultation with residents and stakeholders regarding the refurbishment of the proposed meanwhile community facility at Queen Mary Hall in Cambridge
Gardens. We anticipate that Queen Mary Hall will become operational in Spring 2022 at which point activities will transfer from Piper Hall.
In the Autumn we will commence consultation with residents and other key stakeholders on the new Community facility which will be delivered as part of
Phase 1 of the regeneration. This will help determine the internal design needs and create a flexible space for a variety of users.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

2

0

0

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

Work with communities to develop Kingston’s new Local Plan which will guide and manage future development to 2041,
ensuring high quality, good design, supporting infrastructure, and affordable housing (Portfolio Holder Planning, Policy
and Culture)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Wide public engagement in the future growth and
development of the borough; Phase 1 issues and
options consultation.

Complete

Complete

01/12/2019

Adoption of a new Local Plan

Local Plan further engagement (Reg 18) 14 Week programme
In Progress
commencing June ending September. Engagement through digital
platforms and face to face processes if Covid restrictions permit.

Original:
01/03/2022
Revised: Draft
for consultation
June 22. Post
examination
adoption Dec
23.

Narrative: Work with communities to develop Kingston’s new Local Plan
The Local Development Scheme (LDS) has been revised at CHEP Committee 17 March 2021. Production of draft plan for consultation in June 22 following
further engagement Jun- Sept 21. Post consultation review and amendment for soundness consultation Dec 22. Submission to Planning Inspectorate Jan
23 for Examination in Public.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

Not started

Closed

1

0

1

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

Actively manage our property portfolio to drive up value, increase income where desirable and improve services for our
residents (Leader of the Council)
Corporate Plan actions
Invest in new commercial property and invest in
new property projects, to create additional income
to support the regeneration of local areas.

Update

Status

Following changes to Public Works Loans Board (PWLB) lending
Closed
terms in November 2020, the Council’s ability to invest in commercial
property purely for return has been restricted, as access to new
borrowing from PWLB would then be withdrawn for all other capital
projects. This action is therefore no longer being progressed.
With public sector partners, identify opportunities
The Council led on the creation of a South London One Public
Ongoing
Estate forum which now meets on a regular basis. The first
where our property and land can be shared and
re-developed to reduce our overheads and improve successful bid for the partnership was announced in May 2021 with
significant support for regeneration projects across South London
customer outcomes and services.
including within Kingston at Tolworth and support with Future
Workplace
Review the council’s operational property estate
The Council have now embedded TechForge as their property
In progress
management
system
which
supports
more
advanced
analysis
of
and its management to reduce costs and ensure
spend. Work is very much underway on the Council ‘Net Zero
that the way in which it is used supports the
council’s priorities. The review will also look at the Carbon Property Strategy’ which will be presented to committee in
the Autumn
energy efficiency of operational assets.

Target date
Original:
01/05/2021
Revised:
Ongoing
Ongoing

Original:
01/12/2019
Revised: Qtr 3
2021

PLACE COMMITTEE

Actively manage our property portfolio to drive up value, increase income where desirable and improve services for our
residents (Leader of the Council)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Review the community element of the property
estate to create a sustainable approach and
maximise social value outcomes.

The impacts of the pandemic have had an impact on the Council’s
work to review community assets. However a planned approach to
policy development is underway

In progress

Original:
01/12/2019
Revised:
Ongoing

Narrative: Actively manage our property portfolio to drive up value, increase income where desirable and improve services for our residents.
The Council has had to take a different approach to investment given the impacts of COVID-19. However the Council remains committed to regeneration
and using it’s corporate estate to enable new forms of enterprise, more homes and support for the local economy. The next phase of work to support
achieving Net Zero Carbon will provide a renewed focus on investing in a long term sustainable asset base.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

1

2

0

1

PLACE COMMITTEE

Make best use of our Housing Revenue Account assets and resources, maximise our income and spend wisely, to
provide modern, high quality services and support for our tenants and leaseholders and enable us to develop new
council homes (Portfolio Holder: Housing)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Develop a new HRA Business Plan and Financial
A new HRA business plan has been developed taking into Ongoing
Strategy for the Housing Revenue Account which reflects account work on the 2021/22 budget, CRE, the Small
the recent changes to funding.
Sites scheme, the impact of COVID and changes to the
rent standard. While updating the HRA Business Plan is
ongoing, to ensure development plans are affordable and
modelled, the plan will be published annually starting in
2021/22.

01/09/2021
(Original:
01/09/2020)

Design and implement a new asset management strategy Q4 update: Site stock details were received by RBK in
In progress
which will ensure our existing homes are safely
February 2021 from Savills. The Asset team have
maintained, improved and developed.
commenced work to validate & model the information,
and then translate the information into work requirements.
This will allow the Asset Strategy to be formulated in Q2
2021/2022. On-going.

01/04/2022
(Original:
01/06/2020)

Deliver a programme of new council homes supported by Planning permission has been granted for a programme In progress
GLA grant funding, working in partnership with both the
of 101 homes for London Affordable Rent across 4 sites
public and private sector.
in the borough. A development partner has been identified
and work is expected to commence on all sites in 2021.

01/03/2023

PLACE COMMITTEE

Make best use of our Housing Revenue Account assets and resources, maximise our income and spend wisely, to
provide modern, high quality services and support for our tenants and leaseholders and enable us to develop new
council homes (Portfolio Holder Housing)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Develop a new Housing Strategy which sets out
the council’s vision, aims and priorities for housing
over the next five years. The Strategy will include
all housing in the borough; privately owned
housing, council housing, specialist housing for
older people and student accommodation.

The preparation of the Housing Strategy is in its final draft stages
In progress
following an extension of the engagement timetable to ensure as
much input as possible from stakeholders across the borough.
Public consultation is scheduled to take place over the summer with
the strategy being recommended for adoption by the 3rd quarter of
the current financial year.

01/09/2021
(Original:
01/12/2020)

Narrative: Make best use of our Housing Revenue Account assets and resources, maximise our income and spend wisely, to provide modern,
high quality services and support for our tenants and leaseholders and enable us to develop new council homes
The ongoing analysis of the recently completed stock condition survey, the outcome of the ongoing sheltered housing review and completion of the housing
transformation programme amongst other work currently taking place, the Housing department department’s business plan will be reviewed on an ongoing
basis to ensure that the council is well placed to deliver the quality of services tenants and leaseholders require and deserve, whilst also enabling us to
invest in the development of much needed new council homes.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

1

3

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

Make it easier for residents and businesses to reduce, reuse and recycle more, dispose of their waste efficiently; and
keep the borough’s streets clean (Portfolio Holder Business and Leisure)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Provide 1 public drinking fountain in the Ancient
Complete
Market and 3 more across the borough, and
encourage a culture of refillable bottles, to promote
health, reduce litter and cut the use of plastic.

Complete

01/07/2020

Deliver a new ‘Recycling on the Go’ system.

Complete

Complete

01/09/2019

Develop, plan and campaign around the council’s
commitment to reduce plastic waste.

Complete

Complete

01/12/2019

Narrative: Make it easier for residents and businesses to reduce, reuse and recycle more, dispose of their waste efficiently; and keep the
borough’s streets clean (Portfolio Holder Business and Leisure)
The impact of the lockdown restrictions (e.g. increased working and schooling at home) has increased the amount of household waste being presented for
collection while commercial waste arisings have fallen. On the ground monitoring and engagement has not been able to take place in the same way and,
with increased pressure on the service, projects to drive recycling and reduce waste have been delayed.
However, a campaign encouraging greater food recycling has been delivered, focussing on areas where there is less participation in this scheme and use of
the garden waste service has increased. A booking system has been introduced at the household waste and recycling centre which should ensure
customers can better plan their visit, have a better experience at the site and have sufficient time to separate out items for recycling. Arrangements for the
extraction of recycling from litter bins are being reviewed - contamination and export issues continue to make the reprocessing of low quality recycling
commercially more difficult but pilot schemes are being explored for introduction during summer 2021.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

3

0

0

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

Protect Kingston's parks, green open spaces, and biodiversity, for current and future generations to enjoy, and for its
benefits for our health and well-being (Portfolio Holder Environment and Sustainable Transport)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Plant 2,000 trees across the borough by 2022, with Over the last three winters planted 1,978 semi-mature trees and
500 planted in 2018/19.
2,460 saplings meaning we are on course to exceed the target for
2022.

In progress

01/04/2022

Complete the Parks Improvement Programme,
undertaking various activities in parks and open
spaces across the borough.

The Community Parks Programme has delivered 11 playground
improvement schemes to date, with three more underway. Funding
for additional projects has been secured from the capital budget to
extend the programme to 2023. The delivery plan has been
re-prioritised due to the impact of Covid 19 on external funding
sources but this has not stopped progress.

In progress

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
31/3/2023

Recommission the Green Spaces Service with a
focus on maintaining parks and green spaces as a
borough asset and improving Kingston’s
biodiversity.

Delayed due to Covid 19, re-commissioning of new contract
In progress
arrangements for green spaces is reaching the final stages - contract
award and mobiliations are on track for September. New
arrangements formalise requirements for sustainability and
community development.

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
1/11/2021

The strategic plan for biodiversity is moving forward. This has included completion of the SINCS review, with recommendations taken forward for adopting 6
new SINCS. We are currently drafting a Local Biodiversity Action Plan, as part of the borough’s response to the climate and ecological emergencies. This
plan will have a series of Habitat and Flagship Species Action Plans, which will be guided by the newly established Kingston Biodiversity Partnership. This
will enable us to deliver a Local Nature Recovery Strategy (a requirement of the incoming Environment Bill). On the ground we are implementing a number
of initiatives to support biodiversity in the borough including the #WildWays initiative and #BioBed scheme. The re-commissioning of greenspaces contracts
and development of a further tree planting plan that complements the wider biodiversity aims will further strengthen work in this area.

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in sustainable transport - including cycling, walking and electric vehicle charging points - to reduce reliance on
high polluting vehicles to tackle air pollution, with a fair approach to traffic enforcement designed to keep the borough
moving (Portfolio Holder Environment and Sustainable Transport)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Refresh the Kingston Air Quality Action Plan with the
Closed to combined with action to deliver the Air Quality
community through participatory democracy and develop Action Plan
a wider Air Quality Strategy which articulates Kingston’s
approach to improving air quality.

Closed to
combine with
another action

01/03/2020

Introduce more than 100 new electric charging points
across the borough.

This is close to completion. The target should be met by
Q3 21/22

In progress

01/04/2022

Complete Go Cycle programme to deliver traffic-free
cycle routes and a range of complementary measures to
get people cycling, reducing emissions, air pollution,
reducing congestion and increasing levels of daily
exercise and activity.

Significant disruption to programme due to TfL funding
In progress
issues. However several projects were completed in
20/21 and the remainder will be completed (albeit to lower
spec), subject to funding being confirmed, by March 22.

Spring 2022
(Original:
01/07/2020)

Work with Transport for London to encourage the
adoption of Eden Street as a ‘Clean Bus Zone’, with only
low emissions buses operating on routes through the
street.

Complete

01/09/2020

Complete

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in sustainable transport - including cycling, walking and electric vehicle charging points - to reduce reliance on
high polluting vehicles to tackle air pollution, with a fair approach to traffic enforcement designed to keep the borough
moving (Portfolio Holder Environment and Sustainable Transport)
Corporate Plan actions
Increase in the number of publicly available bike parking
spaces in the borough.

Update

Status

In 20/21 H&T installed 27 cycle stands in our parks and
In progress
10 Sheffield stands in local urban centres (e.g. near local
shops & amenities) using TfL Streetspace funding. As
each stand can accommodate two bikes, this equates to
74 additional parking spaces. The recent opening of the
GoCycle station hub created a further 250 spaces and
GoCycle also increased the quantity of cycle stands by
TK Maxx in Kingston Town centre to 54. The 2017/18
cycle parking survey showed that there were 1588 cycle
stands providing 2,793 cycle parking spaces in Kingston
borough. We believe the present figure is around 1900
stands accommodating up to 3800 bikes though the
discontinuation of TFL’s Cycle Infrastructure database
project limits the accuracy of our data. Further cycle
parking facilities are available to Kingston’s Housing
residents and facilities are provided at most schools.
In line with TfL’s Healthy Streets agenda, encourage
Limited progress in 20/21 due to Covid and loss of TfL
In progress
funding
residents to take advantage of existing good opportunities
for walking and cycling, while seeking to improve public
transport connections and access to key centres via
sustainable means.

Target date
Ongoing

31/03/22

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in sustainable transport - including cycling, walking and electric vehicle charging points - to reduce reliance on
high polluting vehicles to tackle air pollution, with a fair approach to traffic enforcement designed to keep the borough
moving (Portfolio Holder Environment and Sustainable Transport)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Increase the number of children receiving bikeability
training - 1,400 per annum at levels 1 & 2 (subject to
funding).

675 in 2020/21

In progress

Ongoing

Review the council’s approach to managing the borough’s new ICT systems introduced July 2020, further
road network to minimise disruption from planned and
enhancements to go live mid 2021. Quarterly meetings
reactive road repairs and maintenance, with more
are held for advance programme planning.
effective working with utilities companies.

In progress

31/03/22

Deliver a fair and sustainable parking service and
undertake a parking review designed to deliver a parking
policy that promotes environmental sustainability, air
quality and fairness.

In progress

Original:
01/07/2020
Revised:
31/07/2021

On hold

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
01/03/2021

Develop a new energy strategy aimed at helping
residents and businesses to cut their energy bills and
reduce their carbon emissions.

Data collection and consultation was put on hold during
the Covid19 pandemic as driver habits were completely
altered. However a review of pricing and introduction of
free permits for electric vehicles has been delivered. A
parking enforcement policy will be recommended to
Committee in September and further exploration of
pricing options that support the air quality action plan is
underway.
This piece of work was put on hold during the pandemic.
It remains on hold while recruitment takes place to the
new energy manager role.

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in sustainable transport - including cycling, walking and electric vehicle charging points - to reduce reliance on
high polluting vehicles to tackle air pollution, with a fair approach to traffic enforcement designed to keep the borough
moving (Portfolio Holder Environment and Sustainable Transport)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Implement an updated Air Quality Action Plan that
responds to the Citizens' Assembly and identifies
the key workstreams for future years

The new AQAP is complete following consultation, and is scheduled In progress
to be adopted by Place Committee in Q2 21/22

31/12/21

Narrative: Invest in sustainable transport - including cycling, walking and electric vehicle charging points - to reduce reliance on high polluting
vehicles to tackle air pollution, with a fair approach to traffic enforcement designed to keep the borough moving
Good progress has been made although some aspects have been slowed due to pandemic and significant disruption to funding streams from TfL
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

8

1

1

PLACE COMMITTEE

Ensure that all development schemes are well designed in their context and the character of the area, creating a sense
of pride and place (1) (Portfolio Holder Planning policy and Culture)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Seek to ensure all new buildings have the highest
level of energy efficiency with carbon offsetting
during construction.

Complete and business as usual

Business as
Ongoing
usual - ongoing

Design codes prepared alongside the Local Plan

The Council is developing a range of design guidance including the Closed
the exploration around the use and application of design codes to
support Local Plan policy making and strategic site allocations
process. The recently produced Small Site Design Toolkit, while non
statutory, performs similar to a design code for all of the borough to
help guide development on site’ less than 0.5 hectare, which makes
up the majority of council’s development, with reference to the GLAs
Good Quality Homes for All Londoners design policy guidance. The
also Council recently submitted an expression of interest MHCLG for
funding to a national ‘pilot’ of design code guidance and whilst
unsuccessful, will continue to review and explore this as a tool.

01/03/2022

PLACE COMMITTEE

Ensure that all development schemes are well designed in their context and the character of the area, creating a sense
of pride and place (Portfolio Holder Planning policy and Culture)

Narrative: Ensure that all development schemes are well designed in their context and the character of the area, creating a sense of pride and
place
High quality design is a fundamental thread that is embedded throughout the planning policy hierarchy from the National Planning Policy Framework,
London Plan and Local Plan. There is much policy guidance provided to ensure that good design is integral to the development process. The National
Design Guide: Planning practice guidance for beautiful, enduring and successful places forms part of the revised suite of planning practice guidance (PPG)
that is currently being issued by the MHCLG to support the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Alongside this, the new London Plan guidance shifts the design emphasis from site maximisation and housing numbers to site optimisation through good
design and high quality homes. The emerging local plan policies will reflect these informatives to formulate policies relevant to the locally distinctive
character and rich built heritage of the borough to inform the development management process and guide the development necessary to support the
growth of the borough which is appropriate to the context.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

1

0

0

1

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in the borough’s essential infrastructure to support our growing population - schools; health, community and
leisure facilities; roads and transport - with developers paying their fair share (1) (Portfolio Holders, as specified below)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Schemes to improve transport networks delivered as part Programme is ongoing albeit with some delay due to
uncertainty over Covid and TfL funding
of the next Local Implementation Programme 3 year
delivery plan 2019 - 2021. (PH EaST)

In progress

Rolling
programme

Work with health partners to assess demand for GPs,
dentists and health facilities (PH ASC&PH)

Complete

Complete and
BAU

01/12/2019

Produce updates to the council’s school place planning
strategy - published June 2017 - every 2 years, setting
out progress against delivery and any changes to
anticipated demand (PH CS)

Closed

Closed to
combine with
another action

01/06/2019

Develop a Kingston Leisure Asset Strategy and proposals Research and proposals for RBK's Indoor Leisure
In progress
for the future of council funded leisure centres (PH B&L) Facilities Strategy are complete and due to be presented
to Committee in September. Wider consideration of the
delivery model for leisure, including a review of
opportunities to integrate and further develop our outdoor
sports offer, are also underway. Redevelopment of the
Kingfisher and New Malden Leisure Centres is in
progress and will be informed by the needs assessment
and options appraisals as part of this wider piece of work.

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised:
30/09/2021

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in the borough’s essential infrastructure to support our growing population - schools; health, community and
leisure facilities; roads and transport - with developers paying their fair share (2)(Portfolio Holders, as specified below)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Work with partners to develop a new 10-15 year strategy
that ensures the resilience and vitality of Kingston town
centre, to deliver a more diverse and sustainable
economy (Leader)

The Reimagined Kingston Town Centre Vision 2035
Complete
regeneration and economic recovery framework has now
been completed (March 2021) as a new evidence base to
support the Local Plan consultation. This has also
provided a strategy to underpin the Town centre renewal
and business plan for the council owned major site
redevelopment in KTC at Kingfisher, Guildhall civic estate
and Ashdown Road car park. In the context of the Covid
19 pandemic the Vision performs as recovery strategy to
inform the action and implementation based Recovery &
Investment Plan for Kingston town centre to 2025 with
circa £3M of investment into the town centre in next 2
years to deliver new workspace, business support and
upgraded public realm

Original:
01/08/2020

To procure a preferred development partner for the
delivery of a new leisure and community hub at Cocks
Crescent as part of a comprehensive redevelopment (PH
PP&C)

A report to Committee in November 2020 set out the
In progress
synergies between the development of New Malden
Leisure Centre and the Councils wider leisure strategy. A
further report on the development options for Cocks
Crescent which will cover the leisure, residential and
commercial will be presented to Committee in the Autumn

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised: Autumn
2021

PLACE COMMITTEE

Invest in the borough’s essential infrastructure to support our growing population - schools; health, community and
leisure facilities; roads and transport - with developers paying their fair share (3)(Portfolio Holders, as specified below)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Development of a Community Hubs model, starting The community hubs model is aligned to the Kingston Library
with the Hook Centre as a pilot (PH C&E)
Review. Testing of a digital and 'at home' offer has begun. Activities
will restart at the Hook Centre when Covid-19 restrictions are lifted
and it is safe to do so

Status

Target date

In progress

Original:
01/09/2020
Revised:
31/08/2021

Narrative Invest in the borough’s essential infrastructure to support our growing population - schools; health, community and leisure facilities;
roads and transport - with developers paying their fair share:
Much of the concern regarding new development is about the capacity of existing infrastructure to support even the current population, let alone an increase.
It is therefore important that this is addressed in a way that gives confidence that new development will be provided alongside the infrastructure that it
needs. The planning system has an important role to play in this, and it is important to understand that role. We are planning for growth that is happening –
the planning system does not create that growth. Therefore, there should be no need (and more importantly, there is no planning justification) to fund the
revenue costs of providing health, education or other services in the context of increasing demand; that is the job of the state and local government in
allocating annual funding. The role of the planning system in delivering infrastructure is twofold:
1. To allocate land for the provision of new infrastructure (eg highways, railways, schools, hospitals etc) where this is necessary
2. To contribute to the capital cost of providing new infrastructure provision that is necessary to meet the demand that the new development creates. It is
now established (it wasn’t always the case) that it is legitimate for development to make a reasonable contribution to the capital cost of providing the
infrastructure that is necessary as a result of the demands that it will create. It therefore follows that it is not legitimate for new development to fund existing
shortfalls in infrastructure provision.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

2

0

4

0

1

PLACE COMMITTEE

Make effective use of council-owned land to deliver as many affordable homes as possible across the borough (Portfolio
Holder Housing)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Undertake feasibility and agree a regeneration
programme of RBK owned sites and opportunities
with support of the Mayor to deliver new homes,
especially affordable (PH H)

The Transform Kingston programme sets out an ambitious
regeneration programme for Kingston town centre sites which will
include the provision of affordable homes. Equally the Cocks
Crescent redevelopment is in progress with design starting in the
Autumn and planning in Spring/ Summer 2022. Discussions are
ongoing with the GLA about delivering these homes

In progress

Original:
01/06/2020
Revised:
ongoing

Develop and deliver council affordable homes
programme with the support of the Mayor to help
meet local needs. (PH H)

Work on 101 council owned affordable homes will commence in
2021. Funding has been secured from the GLA to support the
programme.

In progress

01/04/2023

Build 1,000 new homes by 2022 (PH H)

The Transform Kingston Programme sets the context for the delivery In progress
of the Councils most ambitious housing delivery projects. Equally
sites like Cocks Crescent are progressing and other projects like the
Murray House proposals for specialist housing will support the
delivery of this target overall

Original:
01/03/2020 (first
home)
Revised:
ongoing

Narrative: Make effective use of council-owned land to deliver as many affordable homes as possible across the borough
In delivering the above three actions, the council is making the best use of council owned land to deliver affordable homes for Kingston. There has been
implications from COVID-19 on delivering this programme and the effects of BREXIT on the construction supply chain are also being monitored.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

3

0

0

Section C

Strategic outcome 1:
Key Performance Indicators

Total housing units given planning permission
Update to be provided when available; GLA have just launched their new data
system.

Number of homes delivered compared to the the number required over
rolling 3 year period (Housing Delivery Test)
Much improved position on previous year.

Total affordable housing units delivered (cumulative)
Ongoing work with developers and landowners to deliver affordable units. We
await 2019/20 results via GLA.

Number of trees planted on public land
2020/21 tree planting programme completed on target.

Highways Category 1 defects repaired with 24 hours
The council continues to fulfill its obligations to repair Category 1 defects
within 24 hours of notification.

Electrical Vehicle Charging Points installed
4 new rapid chargers installed and fast chargers installed at 11 new sites.
The Lamp column project was delayed by COVID restrictions but is under
way now, with 50 chargers to be installed during April, and more after this.

Percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and
composting (Amber)
Year-on-year data shows how recycling is comparatively lower during
2020/21, with household recycling and reuse options for residents were
restricted due to the pandemic. More recent performance shows a closer
comparison.

The amount of waste sent for disposal per household in the borough
(Amber)
Lockdown restrictions, the requirement to stay at home, and a decrease in
recycling has led to a rise in household waste sent for disposal compared
with 2019/20.

Please note seasonal variation for waste and recycling figures over
the course of a year

Section D

Strategic outcome 2:

A safe borough with diverse and vibrant
communities which help to shape local
priorities through participatory democracy

Complete and Ongoing
20

0

In progress

On hold

Closed

12

1

3

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Kingston’s communities are places where residents feel safe and the fear of crime is low, with a zero-tolerance
approach to domestic abuse and hate crime and action against anti-social behaviour (Portfolio Holders, as specified
below)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Consult on proposals to introduce 20 mph speed limits on Consultation completed Jan - Feb 2019.
Complete
Recommendations to committees delayed due to Covid
all residential roads across the borough (PH EaST)
restrictions. Presented to Neighbourhood Committees
June/July 2021.
Protect and support survivors of domestic abuse,
Completion of a needs assessment and commissioned of Complete and
including enhancing the provision available for survivors support services (including complex needs service), in
ongoing
with complex needs (Leader)
place. Training programme implemented and regular
communications to raise awareness of support services
and encourage reporting.

01/02/2020

Enter into a London Crime Prevention Fund Grant
Agreement with the Mayor’s Office of Policing and Crime
for 2019/21 to contribute to funding Safer Kingston
priorities (Leader)

Complete

Complete

01/03/2019

Review and assess the impact of our multi-agency Knife
Crime Plan with partners (Leader)

Plan reviewed and submitted to the Violence Reduction
Unit in September 2020

Complete and
ongoing

Ongoing

Work to strengthen participation in the work of the local
Safer Neighbourhood Board (Leader)

Member survey completed. Task and finish group
established to look at the focus of the board going
forward and membership/representation

Complete

Ongoing

Ongoing

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Kingston’s communities are places where residents feel safe and the fear of crime is low, with a zero-tolerance
approach to domestic abuse and hate crime and action against anti-social behaviour
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

A refreshed Safer Kingston Partnership Plan for
2020/23, approved by Community Engagement
Committee and Full Council, at the same time
increasing synergies with the Youth Justice Plan
(Leader)

Work is currently underway to develop a new plan. The timeframe for In progress
for this action was extended following delays to the Mayoral
elections. This will ensure that the plan incorporates the priorities in
the new London Police and Crime Plan following the Mayoral
elections in May 2021.

Target date
Not yet agreed

Narrative: Kingston’s communities are places where residents feel safe and the fear of crime is low, with a zero-tolerance approach to domestic
abuse and hate crime and action against anti-social behaviour
Partnership and collaboration are at the core of the work of the Safer Kingston Partnership. We have focused our collective efforts and resources on the
actions above as the issues are complex and require a multi-agency response to improve outcomes. Our approach to tackling ASB has centred around
addressing the issue at neighbourhood level. By focusing on problematic locations, we have reduced the impact on residents and communities.
We have a comprehensive work programme in place to support victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence. This includes commissioning support
services for victims, actions to tackle perpetrators, training for professionals and regular communications to raise awareness of support services and
encourage reporting.
Kingston’s Hate Crime Action Group is coordinated by KREC and brings various organisations together to tackle hate crime and monitor incidents in the
borough. Partner agencies have collaborated to celebrate diversity and there was an extensive Black History Month agenda with partners hosting a
series of online events. Ctd.

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Kingston’s communities are places where residents feel safe and the fear of crime is low, with a zero-tolerance
approach to domestic abuse and hate crime and action against anti-social behaviour
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Narrative: Kingston’s communities are places where residents feel safe and the fear of crime is low, with a zero-tolerance approach to domestic
abuse and hate crime and action against anti-social behaviour (Ctd. from previous page)
Project X is commissioned by Kingston and Richmond Council and delivered by Achieving for Children. The project works with young people at risk of
criminal exploitation as well as victims of serious youth violence. They also support young people in custody at Kingston Police station through a new
initiative called EngageX. Young people have developed a music video writing about the issues that are important to them; unity, community, violence and
knife crime and recorded a range of podcasts in response to key issues such as #Blacklivesmatter and 16 Days of Activism. The podcasts are led by the
young people who meet the guest speakers and ask them questions and it aims to inspire young people and allow them to see how hurdles can be
overcome to achieve their goals. There are links to some of the podcasts below:
●
Entrepreneurship and success: Guest speaker: Ian Thomas, Chief Executive of Kingston council
●
16 Days of Activism - Project X and Youth Service collaboration and podcasts
●
The impact of youth work: Guest speaker: Young people past and present
These are just some examples of the great work that Project X is doing - raising aspirations for young people and instilling a belief that they can achieve
great things.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

5

0

1

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Review and strengthen the council’s approach to emergency planning and business continuity locally and with other
London boroughs as part of new statutory arrangements to prevent and respond to national, regional and local
emergencies.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Report to Community Engagement Committee on the
outcomes of the Emergency Planning and Business
Continuity Review (Leader)

Implementation of Gold, Silver and Bronze arrangements On hold
completed. London standardisation program under way
and implementation of new Resilience Standards London
underway. Completing the review of Business Continuity,
due to be completed in March 2020, has been on hold
due to Covid.

Target date
Original:
01/04/2020
Revised: TBC

Set up an cross-directorate Task & Finish Group to
oversee contingency planning for the impacts of Brexit,
liaising with central government, other London boroughs
and local strategic partners (Leader)

Brexit preparedness activity has been ongoing from
Complete and
01/01/2019
January 2019 until the present time. The council is in the BAU
final stages of communications to residents to ensure that
they apply for Settled Status where eligible before the
June deadline.
Narrative : Review and strengthen the council’s approach to emergency planning and business continuity locally and with other London
boroughs as part of new statutory arrangements to prevent and respond to national, regional and local emergencies:
The council’s contingency planning function has been managing key aspects of the Covid-19 response, including community testing responses. The
Emergency Planning and Business Continuity Review is currently on hold.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

0

1

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Our diverse communities are celebrated and supported, and Kingston is a safe and welcoming borough for all
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Assess progress against Annual Equality
Objectives and Community Cohesion Action Plan
and update annually (PH C&E)

The refreshed strategy was delayed due to Covid-19 activity and
draft will now be presented to committee in July 2021. This includes
new equality objectives and a delivery plan.

In progress

Original:
01/05/2020
Revised:
01/08/21

Narrative: Our diverse communities are celebrated and supported, and Kingston is a safe and welcoming borough for all
A refreshed strategy for Kingston will be presented to committee in July 2021. This contains four new equality objectives for the borough. These are to (1)
Listen to, and learn from, the diverse communities we serve (2) Celebrate the diversity of our borough and champion our communities, making sure that
Kingston is a safe borough for all (3) Identify, design and deliver accessible, inclusive policies, plans and services that meet the diverse needs of our
communities (4) Be the best employer for people of all backgrounds
This priority has been be changed to reflect the language within our new strategic document, Inclusive Kingston. Previously the priority was “People of all
ages and backgrounds integrate well and share our vision for Kingston as a diverse, tolerant and welcoming borough”. This has been amended to “Our
diverse communities are celebrated and supported, and Kingston is a safe and welcoming borough for all”.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

1

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

A borough which celebrates culture, heritage and diversity with vibrant community events for local people, businesses
and visitors to enjoy (1) (Portfolio Holders, as specified below)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Work with the VCS to put on an annual event to celebrate Complete and business as usual
Kingston’s volunteers and showcase the benefits of
volunteering (PH C&E)

Status

Target date

Complete and
BAU

01/09/2019

Review and refresh the process for organising community This was complete in 2019. However, post-Covid this has In progress (was
events, to make it more streamlined and easier to
been revisited. The revised target for a post-covid
complete)
navigate for community groups with support by
processes is Autumn 2021
Neighbourhood and Community Managers (PH C&E)

Original:
01/07/2019
Revised: Autumn
2021

Encourage community schemes such as Kids Play Out
(PH EaST)

Complete and business as usual

Complete and
BAU

Ongoing

Successfully deliver a programme to support the live
music scene in Kingston, using funding from the GLA as
part of the London borough of Culture Programme (PH
PP&C)

The CirKT live music programme was successfully
delivered

Complete and
BAU

01/03/2020

Develop options for the future refurbishment of Kingston
Museum (PH PP&C)

The work to develop Kingston Museum will be viewed
alongside the wider regeneration of the area, especially
the Kingfisher site and Cattle Market

In progress

Original:
01/12/2019
Revised:
31/03/2022

Review of Kingston library services (PH PP&C)

Phase 1 of the Kingston Library Review engagement was In progress
undertaken in 2020. Phase 2 of the review is now
underway, testing a digital and 'at home' offer, to be
evaluated in August 21.

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised:
31/08/2021

PLACE COMMITTEE

A borough which celebrates culture, heritage and diversity with vibrant community events for local people, businesses
and visitors to enjoy (2)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Consider the feasibility of introducing a borough
lottery (PH C&E)

Complete, with Lottery due to launch Summer 2021

Complete

01/03/2021

2020 to be the 'Year of Muybridge' (PH PP&C)

The 'Year of Muybridge' celebrations will continue in 2021 both
online and with physical events. There is ongoing partnership with
Kingston University to bring the Muybridge collection back into
borough.

In progress

30/12/2021

Narrative: A borough which celebrates culture, heritage and diversity with vibrant community events for local people, businesses and visitors to
enjoy
The work to celebrate culture and heritage and to develop the culture and heritage as part of the high street and destination offer continues. Despite
challenges during the pandemic, there is a strong digital offer that will continue as well as work to develop the events and physical offer. Progress has been
made to strengthen the links to the Local Plan and truly embed culture and heritage into growth and regeneration. Partnership working remains strong
across the culture and heritage sector, especially through the Task forces where Kingston Adult Education is key to the skills and economic recovery of the
borough and community engagement through libraries and culture underpins the community hubs approach.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

4

0

4

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

Create the environment for thriving local businesses across a range of sectors across the borough
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Develop and agree a programme that will support local
business to thrive and enables SMEs to be part of the
commissioning process (PH F&C)

We continue to build a programme of support for local
business. More recently through the use of additional
restrictions grants, working in close partnership with the
Chamber of Commerce and KingstonFirst. Further work
to support SMES to participate in our commissioning
activity will be rolled out during 2021/22.

In progress

Original: 01/04/20
Revised: Ongoing

Establish a cross party member working group to support In July 2020, we set up the economic recovery task force, Complete
local business (PH B&L)
chaired by the leader and and attended by the opposition
leader and supports local business

01/01/2020

A review of the council’s commissioning framework to
ensure it maximises support to local business and
enables SMEs to be part of the commissioning process,
with support to the Kingston Pound (PH F&C)

Work with existing council suppliers to ensure they
maximise the use of local business in supply chains (PH
F&C)
Look to achieve a social enterprise borough status (PH
F&C)

The review of the commissioning framework has
continued with support for the local economy a key
priority and a focus on supporting SMEsand local
business in the new social value policy. The new
framework will be tested with key partners and
stakeholders over the summer, including the local
business community. An action plan to support
businesses to access supply chain opportunities is in
development..
Complete and business as usual

In progress

Original: 01/09/20
Revised:
01/09/2021

Complete and
BAU

01/04/2020

Closed - revised decision

Closed - revised
decision

Original: 01/06/20

PLACE COMMITTEE

Create the environment for thriving local businesses across a range of sectors across the borough
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Delivering flexible and affordable workspace for
small business (Leader)

In delivery. Riverside workspace due to open in Early 2022. Contract In progress
signed Summer 2021, opening in Spring 2022.

Original: April
2020
Revised:
Summer 2021

Narrative: Create the environment for thriving local businesses across a range of sectors across the borough
The Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020 has created a new opportunity for closer a closer dialogue, relationship and partnership working with Kingston’s c.
9000 businesses due to the need to provide support to enable our businesses to survive the three lockdown periods, and severe adverse economic impact
resulting in approximately £55 million of emergency business support grants and suspension of business rate collections.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

2

0

3

0

1

PLACE COMMITTEE

Work with local partners and neighbouring boroughs to support people to develop the skills they need to enter
employment
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

As part of the South London Partnership, identify
local skills priorities for Kingston via the SLP Skills
& Employment Board and feed back to the Mayor
of London ahead of the devolution of adult skills
budgets to the GLA (PH B&L)

Complete

Complete

01/10/2019

Develop options for the future of the Kingston Adult Closed
Education Service, designed to support people to
develop the right skills to remain independent and
maximise employment opportunities (PH C&E)

Closed to
combine with
new action
below

01/09/2019

Deliver the transformation of Kingston Adult
Education (KAE), including online enrolment (PH
C&E)

In progress

Original:
01/09/2021

KAE continues to deliver online and will be back in community
venues when it is safe to do so. The procurement for an online
enrolment system is in progress

Narrative: Work with local partners and neighbouring boroughs to support people to develop the skills they need to enter employment
The Council adopted a Covid-19 employment and skills plan in May 2021. We have also implemented the Gov Kickstart scheme and commissioned the
Kingston workmatch job brokerage service.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

1

0

1

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Review the council’s approach to voluntary and community sector grants and commissioning to focus on improving
value for money and the delivery of our strategic outcomes, with an emphasis on celebrating volunteering.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Complete a cross-cutting review of the council’s approach The review commenced in 2019 and included several
In progress
to VCS grants and commissioning (PH F&C)
co-design workshops and events with the sector.
Progress was inevitably delayed due to Covid and the
project postponed; this is now being progressed as part of
the VCS Review.

In progress

Develop a ‘Kingston Community Partnership Contract’
which articulates the relationship between RBK and the
VCS (PH F&C)

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
December 2021

Update below

In progress

Narrative: Review the council’s approach to voluntary and community sector grants and commissioning to focus on improving value for money
and the delivery of our strategic outcomes, with an emphasis on celebrating volunteering.
The Council is developing a new VCS strategy for December 2021 which will reframe the relationship between the Council and the VCS based on the
learning from the Covid response, the priorities of the Communities Taskforce, the emerging recommendations from Seizing the Moment, and sector best
practice.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

2

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Strengthen the role of Neighbourhood Committees to enhance local, community-based decision making, with greater
flexibility to respond to local issues
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Complete the Neighbourhoods Review with proposals to
strengthen the role of Neighbourhood Committees, for
agreement at Full Council and proposals successfully
implemented (PH C&E)

Complete

Complete

01/05/2019

Recruit 2 additional Neighbourhood Managers - bringing
the total to 4 (one for each Neighbourhood) to provide
greater support to Neighbourhood Committees and key
point of contact between the council and our
Neighbourhoods (PH C&E)

Complete

Complete

01/02/2019

Recruit 4 additional Neighbourhood Rangers - bringing
the total to 8 - to respond to local issues raised by
residents (PH C&E)

Complete

Complete

01/12/2018

Narrative: Strengthen the role of Neighbourhood Committees to enhance local, community-based decision making, with greater flexibility to
respond to local issues
The review was completed in March 2019 and had two objectives: Effective use of Neighbourhood Committees as a means of determining local priorities
and bringing Council decision making, consultation and engagement closer to communities: and taking decisions and responding to issues at the
neighbourhood level to enable the Council to be more responsive to local priorities, opportunities and challenge.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

3

0

0

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Maximise civic engagement through participatory democracy projects, including Citizens Assemblies and open
democracy platforms.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Establish a Citizen’s Assembly focusing on air
quality and producing a Kingston Citizens’ Clean
Air Plan (PH C&E)

Citizens’ Assembly complete. Action closed to combine with the
action to deliver a new air quality action plan for Kingston

Closed to
combine with
another action

01/09/2019

Develop an Open Democracy Programme (PH
C&E)

In progress and business as usual

Complete and
business as
usual

Original:
01/12/2020
Revised:
Ongoing

Narrative: Maximise civic engagement through participatory democracy projects, including Citizens Assemblies and open democracy platforms.
Despite the Covid restrictions of the last year, we have run a number of participatory, early engagement projects such as (1) Cocks Crescent - residents
representative of New Malden are curating activity in a new public space (2) Reimagining Kingston Libraries - working collaboratively with the community to
reimagine and reshape their library service for the future (3) Seizing the Moment - about to embark on a piece of engagement work looks at how we (RBK,
partners and community) can build on the new relationships and behaviours developed during the COVID response.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

0

0

1

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Seek to understand views on the borough, the council, and local services, communicate effectively and in plain English
and act on feedback.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Carry out an annual Residents Survey and publish
results on the council’s website (PH C&E)

Complete

Complete and
BAU

Annually and
ongoing

Hold Let’s Talk... community engagement themed
events at locations across the borough (PH C&E)

Complete and business as usual

Complete and
BAU

Ongoing to
March 2023

Update the council website to ensure all public
consultations are easily accessible (PH C&E)

Complete

Complete

July 2019 and
ongoing

Narrative: Seek to understand views on the borough, the council, and local services, communicate effectively and in plain English and act on
feedback.
The council has continued to run a number of engagement exercises to gather views of residents and stakeholders to inform service and policy development.
Examples include; a survey to inform the development of the council’s new equality, diversity and inclusion strategy, “Inclusive Kingston”, (the strategy
includes further actions to increase the accessibility of all communications, and improvements in this area will be monitored through a new Inclusive Kingston
Leadership Group), a covid impact survey to understand people’s experiences of the pandemic and what their concerns are, opening up a conversation to
hear ideas about libraries of the future and a listening exercise to hear residents views on the redevelopment of the Kingfisher and Guildhall sites that are now
shaping the initial design currently being with the community for further feedback. All engagement and consultations are available on Let’s Talk with an email
address and phone number provided for assistance with information in other formats or to provide feedback.
Over the last year the Council has significantly increased communications to ensure people are informed about Covid. A weekly resident newsletter is
circulated to over 6,800 residents, and a business bulletin to 4,180 businesses, as well as printed covid public health and economic support messaging to all
households at critical points, distributing posters, leaflets and broadcasting messaging to keep residents well informed with the necessary advice and
guidance.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

Section E

Strategic outcome 2:
Key Performance Indicators

Physical visits to libraries
Lockdown and Tier restrictions severely impacted visitor numbers throughout
the year. The digital library offer continues to grow and thrive with a steady
take up of e-resources and attendance at digital activities.

% of Fire Risk Assessments that are up to date
Due to Covid lockdown restrictions the Fire Risk Assessments were delayed,
but these quickly recommenced in June and were completed in July.

% of properties with a valid Landlord Gas Safety Register certificate
issued
Results are close to 100%, with a small number of properties each month
that are more diﬃcult to gain access to. Due to Covid lockdown restrictions
access into residents homes for LGSR inspection was particularly more
diﬃcult for May and June.

Percentage of food businesses rated 3 or above
Covid restrictions impeded inspections including those for new businesses (in
particular home caterers), so that the lack of rating affected the percentage of
total premises rated 3 or above.

Number of volunteer registrations in the borough (measured through
the Groundworks contract)
Registrations have been particularly impressive over the last two quarters. A
key priority for Volunteering Kingston has been its support of the local Covid
vaccination programme, and continued support for the Kingston Stronger
Together activity and dealing with the consequences of the winter lockdown.
% of respondents that say they are concerned about crime (annual
residents survey)
The survey was postponed due to the pandemic.

Domestic violence offences per 1,000 population
The KPI tracks reported offences. The domestic abuse service has
indicated that Covid-19 and the lockdown has caused an escalation of risk
for many survivors and they are seeing more complex cases and are
having to keep cases open for longer. Over the lockdown period,
partnerships have been strengthened and multi-agency work has
signiﬁcantly improved.

Sexual violence offences per 1,000 population
The KPI tracks reported offences. Lockdown was a barrier to victims being
able to report offences and therefore an escalation of risk to victim survivors.
There has been a significant increase in referrals to the Kingston MARAC some of this is due to Covid but also because agencies are becoming better
at identifying risk and referring cases and where a multi-agency panel puts a
risk management plan in place.

Section F

Strategic outcome 3:

Healthy, independent and resilient residents,
with effective support to those who need it
most

Complete and Ongoing
7

0

In progress

On hold

Closed

22

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Children and adult social care services which champion resilience and independence; focus on strengths; and support
people of all ages to live the most happy healthy, independent lives possible (1)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Deliver a number of change programmes jointly with NHS
partners and other stakeholders that progress integration
between health, social care and housing services which
bring together initiatives that enable our residents to live
independent, healthier lives specified in the Health and
Social Care Plan (PH ASC&PH)

The integrated localities model will go live in the New Malden
On track
area in May and will inform the development of multidisciplinary
teams in each Primary Care Network. The model has
established pathways for social prescribing and early
intervention / prevention plus a risk stratification tool that
assists to identify people that may benefit from a network of
workers. The Discharge To Assess model of hospital discharge
has been more fully embedded with community health
providers since September 2020. A new supported living
framework has been introduced alongside housing colleagues
and a transformation programme that focuses on the "Right
Place to Live".

To develop and provide an enhanced reablement service Service for 2021/2022 being developed to phase in a new
which is inclusive of people's needs (PH ASC&PH)
reablement offer from July 2021 that includes greater
integration with technology and voluntary sector services.
Service specification for April to June agreed and specification
thereafter in development through collaboration with provider
and other stakeholders.

Status

On track to
deliver as
per plan

Target date

Ongoing (In
delivery)

31/07/2021

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Children and adult social care services which champion resilience and independence; focus on strengths; and support
people of all ages to live the most happy healthy, independent lives possible (2)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

To provide a single integrated and efficient access point
Due to covid 19 response the transformation of a single
In progress
to ASC, which effectively manages and delivers solutions point of access has not proceeded. We are now
at the front end for residents (PH ASC&PH)
embarking on a programme of work which will involve the
introduction of digital first solutions and trusted assessor
models. Ask Sara has been introduced which allows
people to self serve for low level equipment.

Original:
01/03/202
Revised: 1/4/22

Implement the contract extension for Children's Services
with AfC, including the development of a new Kingston
service specification (PH CS)

CACE Committee took the decision to extend the joint
In progress
contract with AfC for five years with some variations to the
contract. The extension has been implemented to-March
2026. Work is on track for completion by March 2022.

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
01/04/2022

Complete a review of early help services and implement a
revised strategy, partnership offer and operating model
that supports and strengthens families at the earliest
opportunity (PH CS)

The review of early help services has been completed
with the key recommendation to implement new Early
Help Resilience Networks. A new project has been
established to implement these networks. A new early
help strategy and operating model has been agreed
through the local Safeguarding Children Partnership. A
multi-agency strategic board has been established to
oversee the successful implementation of the strategy
and to ensure an effective partnership approach to its
delivery. The strategic board is chaired by the Council's
Director of Children's Services.

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
01/03/2022

In progress

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Children and adult social care services which champion resilience and independence; focus on strengths; and support
people of all ages to live the most happy healthy, independent lives possible (3)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Review and reconfigure the future delivery of
health services; establishing an operating model
that promotes high quality and integrated services
that support children and young people with
disabilities (PH CS)

This project is now not scheduled to commence until 2022-23.

In progress

Original:
01/03/2021

Work with adult care and housing providers to
The Transition pathway development is in progress and overseen by In progress
improve pathway and transition planning for young the Maximising Independence Board. The Having the Right Place to
people preparing for adulthood (PH CS)
Live programme has completed a housing needs assessment and is
progressing a number of projects to support specialist housing
provision including for transition

In delivery

Work with local employers to expand the range of
local traineeships and apprenticeships available to
young people - particularly those leaving care or
with disabilities - to improve the local post-16
education offer (PH CS)

Original:
01/09/2019
Revised:
01/09/2021

The number of local apprenticeships reduced significantly between In progress
March and September 2000 as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Apprenticeship opportunities are being developed, including through
the new Kickstart initiative. Traineeships are not yet available but a
new Traineeship Coordinator post is being established to support
this. Locally there is provision to support young people aged 16 and
over who are not in education, employment or training. Way2Work
continues to support the most vulnerable learners into
apprenticeships. 15% of all Way2Work apprentices are from
vulnerable groups. Work is in progress with the Virtual College to
provide further traineeship and apprenticeship opportunities to care
leavers and those with special educational needs and disabilities
(SEND).

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Children and adult social care services which champion resilience and independence; focus on strengths; and support
people of all ages to live the most happy healthy, independent lives possible (3)
Narrative: Children and adult social care services which champion resilience and independence; focus on strengths; and support people of all
ages to live the most happy healthy, independent lives possible Ctd...
The transition pathway priorities have been identified through a range of workshops with partners in May and July 21 using a human centred design
approach. From these workshops there is now agreement for a programme of work.
The local anticipatory care model has been introduced in one Primary Care Network in Kingston which involves the development of a multidisciplinary team
which supports primary care to enable people to remain in the community who have escalating high levels of health and social care complexity. This
approach will be rolled out across all areas of Kingston once a full business case has been developed. As part of this programme of change a learning and
development programme has been established involving all partners which focuses on strength based conversations with individuals.
Reablement Specification has been co-produced with health partners and will be implemented in July 21. The service will focus on people that will most
benefit from this provision.
In recognition that some vulnerable families have complex needs, the focus within AfC has been on establishing our new approach to getting help to our
families at the earliest opportunity with enhanced involved from our key partners. In addition, we are working closely with adult services in Kingston to
improve the transition arrangements for our care leavers to ensure they are supported to become independent and thrive as they reach adulthood, and we
are putting in place more apprenticeships and traineeships for our young people- particularly those who are leaving care or who have SEND- to provide a
strong foundation to their working lives.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

8

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Effective, targeted support to our most vulnerable residents to enable them to fulfil their potential and improve the quality
of their lives (1)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Open a new dementia care home, to provide the best
possible care for our elderly residents needing this
specialist service (PH ASC&PH)

The construction programme is on track with scheduled
In progress
practical completion in winter 2021. Work on the
commercials is also in progress and will continue over the
summer ready for handover to the future operator

Winter 2021

Develop and operate a local residential children’s home
to meet the requirements of children and young people
with higher-level care needs (PH CS)

Progress was stalled when property services were unable In progress
to identify a suitable property. A new business case has
now been completed for a three bed children's home in
Kingston which will compliment the five bed provision that
AfC are now running in Richmond. This project will be
monitored under the Having the Right Place to Live
workstream

Original:
01/01/2020
Revised: Autumn
2022

Increase the range of local, supported accommodation to The refreshed Placement Sufficiency Strategy has
In progress
meet the needs of young people who are in care and
outlined the need to develop additional supported
leaving care (PH CS)
accommodation for care leaver. A working group is being
established to complete a business case and to liaise with
the Council's property services to identify a suitable
property or land to develop this provision.

Target date

Original:
01/07/2020
Revised: March
2022

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Effective, targeted support to our most vulnerable residents to enable them to fulfil their potential and improve the quality
of their lives (2)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Prevent homelessness through early intervention
and provision of advice on accommodation rights
and housing options (PH H)

Cross agency preventions continue to exceed target with the focus In progress
on upstream prevention to help manage demand once the temporary
ban on evictions is lifted.

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised: March
2022

Continue to maintain and develop a multi agency
approach to reduce rough sleeping through the
provision of outreach and accommodation
services. (PH H)

RBK has changed its approach for rough sleepers to one of
prevention. It has led to a revised pathway being developed,
overseen by the Homeless Task force. We are shaping our new
service offer so there is a sustained approach to manage rough
sleeping, focusing on prevention, in partnership with support
providers and our partners.

In progress

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised: March
2022

Maximise residents independence by developing
and using new technology enabled care services
(PH ASC&PH)

Currently in procurement and on track to award contract in June

In progress

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised: July
2022

Narrative: Effective, targeted support to our most vulnerable residents to enable them to fulfil their potential and improve the quality of their lives
Kingston has established the right place to live board, which has a focus on developing building based assets, including housing, across all tenures to
support residents of all ages and abilities to reach their potential and live happy lives. As part of this, Achieving for Children, are working with the Council, to
identify opportunities to develop more in-borough accommodation for our children and young people in care and leaving care so they are able to remain
close to their support networks and to the services that support them.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Helping to provide children with the best start in life, through effective early years support to those who need it.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Develop the local offer to provide integrated
support for young families delivered through
centres and targeted outreach work in local
communities (PH CS)

Due to ongoing Covid-19 restrictions, children's centres have
remained closed so delivery of the local offer has not been possible
face to face. Some services have been delivered online although a
full range of services has not been possible.

In progress

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised: March
2022 (Covid-19
permitting)

Narrative: Our early years offer has been adapted in the pandemic as we have moved a number of services online to ensure children, young people and
families are still able to access support. Listening to these families and learning from our COVID-19 experiences, we will identify good practice that may be
continued going forward, for example, delivering some mother and baby sessions online.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

1

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Working with young people to deliver the best services possible in a clear and joined up way.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Review youth services by listening to the views of Consultation on the youth offer has been completed. The review of
In progress
young people and co-producing services with them the youth service has been started based on the outcome of the
(PH CS)
consultation with young people. It is expected that a revised strategy
for youth services will be agreed by July 2021 and an improved
youth offer will be implemented by April 2022.

Original:
01/04/2021
Revised:
01/04/2022

Narrative: By listening to the children and young people who access our youth offer, we will be in a strong position to develop improved youth services, that
better meet their needs, and that reflect the lessons learned from the pandemic in terms of how our service users want to access our services.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

1

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Ensuring all children and young people receive a high standard of education locally with a focus on supporting those
with special educational needs to be educated alongside peers and in local mainstream schools.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Establish new specialist resource provisions to
No further specialist resource provisions are due to open in
create more local school places for children with
Kingston; however, work is ongoing with Orchard Hill College
special educational needs and disabilities (PH CS) Academy Trust (OHCAT) to establish another satellite of Dysart
School.

Status

Target date

In progress

01/09/2022

Narrative: We are strengthening our in-borough provision for pupils with SEND to provide them with the best possible opportunity to access the support
they need in a mainstream environment, where appropriate. The aim is to help them to increase their independence and support the transition between
primary and secondary school.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

1

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Effective school place planning, ensuring that the borough has enough schools and school places to support a growing
population.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Consult on proposals to expand Burlington Infant and
Burlington Junior Schools from September 2022 and
2025 respectively (PH CS)

Complete

Complete

Spring 2019

Support the Diocese of Southwark’s application to
The Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) is
In progress
establish a Church of England voluntary-aided secondary working towards a planning submission, and the Diocese
school (PH CS)
of Southwark will be undertaking statutory consultation on
the proposal to establish a new secondary schools in
January and February 2021, with a view to the statutory
proposal being considered by the Council's Children's
and Adults' Care and Education Committee in March
2021.

Original:
01/05/2019
Revised: March
2021

Refresh the Council’s School Place Planning Strategy
(PH CS)

The Council's Children's and Adults' Care and Education
Committee approved the Strategy in November 2020.

Original:
01/05/2019

Work with the ESFA to enable the opening of GEMS
Surbiton Primary school (PH CS)

ESFA have appointed a contractor and expect to submit In progress
their planning application in March 2021, for a September
2022 opening.

Complete

01/09/2021

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Effective school place planning, ensuring that the borough has enough schools and school places to support a growing
population.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Work with the ESFA to enable the opening of a
special free school (subject to application is
approved) (PH CS)

RBK Property Team is currently going through the disposal process In progress
by agreeing heads of terms with the ESFA and obtaining a disposal
decision at Corporate and Resources Committee. There are ongoing
discussions about clauses in the DfE's standard lease document
which need to be resolved before any further progress can be made.

01/09/2022

Narrative: With growing demand, it is crucial that we work with our partners to make the most of opportunities to develop new school places so that more of
our children and young people who want to be educated in Kingston, are able to.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

4

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Accessible and integrated health and social care services with partners, providing effective care and an approach which
enables people to live independently within their local community.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Develop and implement a Digital Inclusion Action
Plan to provide support for people to access
services online whilst continuing to offer an offline
alternative to those who need it (PH ASC&PH)

Complete and business as usual

Complete and
BAU

01/09/2020
(Original:
01/12/2019)

Work with health partners to produce a Health &
Care Plan for Kingston which will also form the
basis of the joint response to the NHS Long Term
Plan, focusing on opportunities to improve health,
wellbeing and independence in Kingston (PH
ASC&PH)

Complete

Complete

01/09/2019

Narrative: Accessible and integrated health and social care services with partners, providing effective care and an approach which enables
people to live independently within their local community.
The local Health and Social Care Plan 2021 / 22 will be reviewed to form the priorities for “Place” and the local integrated care system. This review will be
undertaken with partner organisations in preparation for the local structure to be in draft form by October 21. Deliver a number of change programmes
jointly with NHS partners and other stakeholders that progress integration between health, social care and housing services which bring together initiatives
that enable our residents to live independent, healthier lives specified in the Health and Social Care Plan.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

2

0

0

0

0

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Empowering people to maintain good mental health and well being with access to information, advice and guidance on
local activities and services that will enable them to lead active and healthy lifestyles.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Recruit at least 20 Time to Change champions to use
Complete
their experience of mental health problems to change the
way people think and act about mental health (PH
ASC&PH)

Complete

01/03/2020

Support at least 10 businesses in the borough to sign the Six businesses in the borough have signed up to the
Time to Change Employers Pledge to tackle mental
Time to Change Employers' Pledge. Time to change is
health stigma in the workplace (PH ASC&PH)
now ending nationally so the pledge will no longer
continue. however this remains a priority for the Council
and as such we will be looking at an alternative local
approach. [Iona - to close?]

In progress

NEED NEW
TARGET DATE
(Original:
01/03/2021)

Sign up RBK to the Public Health England prevention
concordat for better mental health in order to create
resilient communities, support prevention activity and to
prevent mental health problems and promote good
mental health (PH ASC&PH)

Completed in March 2020

In progress

NEED NEW
TARGET DATE
(Original:
01/03/2020)

Support 5 councillors to be mental health champions as
part of the mental health foundation mental health
challenge (PH ASC&PH)

Complete

Complete

01/03/2020

PEOPLE COMMITTEE

Empowering people to maintain good mental health and well being with access to information, advice and guidance on
local activities and services that will enable them to lead active and healthy lifestyles.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Deliver Mental Health First Aid training courses for Complete
those working with Young People, and for those
working with Adults, developing a train-the-trainer
model (PH ASC&PH)

Status

Target date

Complete

March 2020 and
ongoing

Narrative: Empowering people to maintain good mental health and well being with access to information, advice and guidance on local activities
and services that will enable them to lead active and healthy lifestyles.
A number of these initiatives have involved training and supporting local residents to lead initiatives to promote mental health and wellbeing including
Kingston’s Time to Change hub which has served to empower over 25 champions with lived experience of mental health problems to arrange their own
events to tackle stigma as well as workplace champions who have led work to improve the mental health of staff in 6 workplaces in Kingston, including RBK.
The councillor mental health champions have also led work on mental health promotion in Kingston, recently hosting panels about looking after your mental
health in lockdown. The Mental health first courses have increased the confidence of a range of staff to support people with mental health problems.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

3

0

2

0

0

Section G

Strategic outcome 3:
Key Performance Indicators

Number of delayed transfers of care due to social care
This target and measurement is no longer in place since the outset of
the pandemic.

Number of people who have a direct payment
Whilst people are joining up to Direct Payments, the rate of those leaving
has been higher - related with Covid and an increase in complex needs.
Actions to improve the take-up include a more targeted approach with
reablement that can inform people of the advantages of direct payments
as a choice rather than traditional domiciliary care services. Work with
KCIL regarding the recruitment of PA staff so that support can be
received in a timely manner.
% Adult safeguarding cases closed with risks reduced or removed
Safeguarding activity has increased this year in both the number of cases
complexity. The overall percentage of 88% is positive, showing that
intervention reduces risk and for those where risk is evident, we manage it
with the person.

% of care leavers (19-21 yrs) in contact with the local authority and
engaged in education, training and employment
The number of care leavers (excl UASC) supported increased to 75 at the
end of Q4. Covid and limitations on education as well as furlough have
impacted on the number engaged in education, training and employment.
The number of looked after children
There has been a reduction in the number of CLA (inc UASC) this quarter to
125.

% of children placed in in-house foster placements
The service continues to maintain a good level of in-house foster placements.

The average Progress 8 score per pupil
No results due to Covid disruption. The 2019/20 average of 0.46, though
down on the previous year, still ranked Kingston as 7th in the country.

% of children and young people with EHCP who are educated within the
borough
This is currently on target

% attainment gap of disadvantages pupils and non-disadvantaged
pupils achieving the expected level in English and Maths at Key Stage 4
No results due to Covid disruption.

% of children’s social care single assessments completed within 45
working days
A very positive result given the high level of demand.

Number of households living in temporary accommodation
Numbers of placements in all forms of Temporary Accommodation have
grown reﬂecting the absence of exits to meet demand, affected by Covid.
Work through Landlord Services & Planning aims to produce additional
homes through small sites development programme.
Number of homelessness preventions achieved cross-agency
Prevention work remains the main focus of the service with joint working
with partner agencies assisting in the proactive work. The total has
exceeded the target and is key to effective service delivery.

Section H

Organisational outcome:

Kingston council will be financially and environmentally
sustainable, working transparently and collectively in the best
interests of Kingston’s residents, partners and businesses

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

15

0

16

1

3

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Taking responsibility and doing what’s necessary to put the council on a sustainable financial footing.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Set a balanced budget (originally for 2019/20) and
sustainable MTFS to 2022/23 (PH F&C)

Complete

Status

Target date

Complete and
BAU

Original: March
annually

Carry out a full review of Fees & Charges (PH F&C) Complete

Complete

01/03/2020

Completion of organisational restructure at all tiers
(PH F&C)

Complete

01/04/2019

Complete

Narrative: Taking responsibility and doing what’s necessary to put the council on a sustainable financial footing.
Balanced budgets have been set for all years up to and including 2021/22 and a balanced overall outturn position has been achieved in all completed years
(i.e. up to 2020/21), even taking into account the pressures arising from Covid-19. As part of this, the general fund balance has been brought up to a more
appropriate level, standing at £19.6m at 31 March 2021. Alongside this, work with AfC has enabled the Council to enter into a safety valve agreement with the
Department for Education which, if the SEND transformation plan delivers as planned, will eliminate the DSG deficit in the coming years. The deficit has
already been reduced with an additional £12m funding received in 202021. The reduction in this deficit places the council on a more sustainable financial
footing going forward. The Future Workplace Programme provides further opportunities to reshape the organisation to support sustainability and residents
needs through community hubs, culture change, further development of agile working and a review of terms and conditions.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

3

0

0

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Reshaping commissioning and contract management to deliver more effective outcomes using the same or less
resources including a corporate framework and approach (1)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Develop a Commissioning, Procurement and
Contract management framework that ensures
consistent best practice across all council’s
commissioning activity, encourages enterprise and
delivers best value and improved outcomes for
Kingston’s communities. (PH F&C)

The Council reviewed its Contract Regulations to ensure that they
In progress
remain fit for purpose given wider changes, including Brexit. This has
also strengthened requirements around social value, contract
management and low value expenditure. The Council set up a
cross-party Members working group to develop the Commissioning
Framework, the output of which will be reported to Committee in
September 2021 after wider engagement with local partners and
providers.

Original:
01/09/2020
Revised:
Autumn 2021

Deliver £1.5m savings through our Smarter
Commissioning - Better Contracting programme.
(PH F&C)

Savings have been identified and the programme has delivered
Complete
against targets for the years to date. The continuing projects are now
in BAU project delivery within the respective service area, with light
touch corporate monitoring to ensure delivery of remaining savings
and benefits.
Closed
Closed to
combine with
another action

31/03/2021

Develop a framework that maximises commercial
opportunities for the Council and encourages
enterprise with a programme of activity to deliver
new or alternative delivery models. (PH F&C)

Status

Target date

01/01/2020

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Reshaping commissioning and contract management to deliver more effective outcomes using the same or less
resources including a corporate framework and approach (2)

Narrative: Reshaping commissioning and contract management to deliver more effective outcomes using the same or less resources including a
corporate framework and approach.
Development of the Council’s commissioning and contract management practice has been slightly impacted by Covid-19 but work has progressed in the
background on the smarter commissioning, better contracting programme, development of a new commissioning framework, supporting skills development
and refreshing the Contract Regulations. Work is underway to ensure the Council is well placed to respond to reform of the public procurement regime being
proposed by Government, having responded to the green paper in March 2021.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

2

0

1

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Develop a framework that maximises social value from all third party relationships to benefit Kingston communities and
businesses.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Achieve London Living wage Accreditation (PH
F&C)

Complete

Complete

01/09/2019

Ensure social value criteria are part of every
commissioning process and that we identify the
key outcomes for RBK - the ‘social value ask’ including the delivery programme of our
accreditation as a London Living Wage employer
(PH F&C)

The Council has developed a new social value policy and measures, In progress
as part of the new commissioning framework. This is being trialled in
current projects and will be formally adopted by the Council in
September 2021.

Original:
01/09/2020
Revised:
01/09/2021

Narrative: The social value policy and measurement framework have been developed and are being trialled. The Council’s Contract Regulations have been
updated requiring that Social Value is weighted between 10-20% for all procurements valued above £150k, to ensure that social value is a key consideration
in major third party commissioned spend. The Council will be reviewing its low value spend during 2021/21 to determine how best to manage tail spend and
to ensure it ha optimised opportunities for social value in all third party commissioned spend.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

1

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Organisational development that drives transformation and deliver the culture change we want - ensuring our workforces
reflects our community.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Develop an organisational development strategy
Complete
that provides staff with the tools and support to do
their job and transform services, development
programme that nurtures and grows talent and staff
engagement process that is inclusive and
empowering (PH C&E)

Status

Target date

Complete

Original:
01/04/2020

Narrative: Organisational development that drives transformation and deliver the culture change we want - ensuring our workforces reflects our
community.
The OD Strategy was developed and completed in 2020. The organisation is now embarking on delivering The Future Workplace Programme and keen to
ensure that we consolidate learning from the period of significant change to ways of working and develop future ways of working which enables a strong
culture of openness and less bureaucracy. Workforce planning is underway and through strong engagement, skills analysis and workforce data, will inform
The OD Strategy. Development and delivery of the OD Strategy is aligned with The Future Workplace Programme timescales and aims to establish a
workforce that reflects our community as well as develop and embed trusting relationships, closer collaboration with front-line staff, VCS and other public
sector bodies, with a strong focus on co-design.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

1

0

0

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

‘Hardwiring’ effective communications, consultation and engagement into the council’s decision-making, with services
which are designed with our residents (1)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Create a register of local community, residential, business Residents e-newsletter launched Dec 2019, currently
and voluntary groups that will be consulted as of right on 6852 subscribers, Business briefing launched April 2020,
matters of local interest and service provision. (PH C&E) currently 4424 subscribers, VCSE: ongoing activity in
partnership with VCSE partner KVA to map the VCSE.
Building a network of faith groups across the borough.

Complete and
BAU

01/03/2020
(Original:
01/12/2019)

Implement a Residents’ Engagement and Consultation
Hub (REACH) to serve as a vehicle through which the
council will consult with local interest groups. (PH C&E)

The Let’s Talk portal was implemented in Spring 2019

Complete

Original:
01/04/2020

Develop a Community Engagement Strategy to articulate
the council’s vision and approach to community
engagement and some of the practical tools it will use to
improve. (PH C&E)

Published February 2020

Complete

01/07/2019

Review our approach to seeking the views of children and
young people to engage on key issues including holding a
Climate Emergency Youth Summit in partnership with
Kingston Youth Council (PH C&E)

As a result of Covid-19, the Youth Summit was postponed In progress
and an online consultation was developed by the Youth
Council, in partnership with the council. This survey closed
in March 2021, and was followed by focus groups, during
which Kingston young people were invited to develop
action plans for schools to assist them in reducing carbon.
A face to face event is in planning for later in the year.

Original:
01/10/2020
Revised:
01/10/2021

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

‘Hardwiring’ effective communications, consultation and engagement into the council’s decision-making, with services
which are designed with our residents (2)

Narrative: ‘Hardwiring’ effective communications, consultation and engagement into the council’s decision-making, with services which are
designed with our residents

Hardwiring community engagement and setting priorities by communicating with and understanding our residents is a key priority for RBK. The
council’s Engagement Framework was developed in 2019, launching in January 2020. This Framework sets out our strategy for working with
our residents and stakeholders, including delivering true participation in decisions that affect them. The framework aims to build a common
understanding of how we can improve engagement by setting principles and standards - building clear, shared expectations that focus on what
can be achieved. It also sets out what the council will do and how we will shape a new approach and culture across the organisation. With each
engagement project we are clear on whether the intention is to inform, consult, involve, collaborate or empower and decide. We are
increasingly moving to collaborate and empower in projects where possible.
Over the last year we have, and continue to, hardwire engagement across the council. We have developed an ‘Engagement Toolkit’ and
clearer processes and templates to complement the Engagement Framework and the team has reached out to all managers and dropped into
team meetings across the organisation, discussing the importance of engagement, key steps and planning. An Engagement Champions
Network has been set up with each service to be represented via an ‘engagement champion’. The network will meet monthly and discuss
best practice, overcoming barriers and upcoming engagement and communicate through a virtual google room between meetings. Creating a
solid bedrock of engagement across services will ensure that, going forward, engagement is embedded and understood throughout the
council.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

3

0

1

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Improve the way residents can access services by embracing new technology; investing in customer services; and
making it easier for residents to book things, report activities and access services on online, whilst continuing to provide
alternatives for those who are unable to do so (1)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Implement the new Digital Customer platform to improve
the ability for people to report faults or issues, book
appointments and pay for things online. (PH C&E)

The platform has been implemented and work has
restarted on the transactions that run on it. At the end of
Q4 29 redesigned and new transactions are live.

Complete and
ongoing

Original:
September 2019
and ongoing
Revised: Ongoing

Review and refresh the most visited pages on the
council’s website to improve clarity of information and
services available and work with services to improve best
practice in web design across teams. (PH C&E)

New website went live in December 2020. (Postponed
Complete
from April 2020 due Covid 19 response). New website
deliver improved look and feel, improved accessibility and
content rationalisation.

Original:
01/07/2019
Revised: January
2021

Review all support services to ensure they are focussed
on enabling frontline service delivery, maximise
digitalisation and transformation. (PH C&E)

Cross-cutting delivery boards have been set up to oversee Complete and
the delivery of the four cross-cutting themes of
BAU
Transformation - Maximising Independence, Sustainable
Communities, Enterprising Borough and Leading Council.
These include representation from all enabling/support
services. The governance framework will support and
enable services to deliver improved outcomes and
achieve planned savings.

Rolling
programme

Engage in the delivery of the Internet of Things pilot as
part of the South London Partnership work. (PH C&E)

There are 63 use cases being discussed across the SLP,
Kingston has raised 25 of these with 1 deployed, 2 in
tender and 22 under active discussion.

Complete and
ongoing

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised: Ongoing

Undertake Smart Place projects to look at smart use of
technology to include Domestic Violence and Air Quality.

Complete

Complete

01/03/2020

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Improve the way residents can access services by embracing new technology; investing in customer services; and
making it easier for residents to book things, report activities and access services on online, whilst continuing to provide
alternatives for those who are unable to do so (2)
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Improve the broadband capacity in the borough
Project was paused again as a result of Covid but has now restarted. In progress
though market intervention, social housing fibre, bid
for superfast broadband and maximising wi-fi /
small cell / 5G. (PH C&E)

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
01/09/2021

Review the council’s data centre arrangements to
Technical architecture work underway to inform business case to
improve resilience and security for the council. (PH move from onsite data centres. Security investment in additional
C&E)
security tools completed.

Original:
01/03/2021
Revised:
01/09/2022

In progress

Narrative: Improve the way residents can access services
The Covid 19 Pandemic created new priorities to support the Council response. Digital services were built to enable residents to request help, volunteer and
apply for grants. The launch of the new website was postponed form April to December 2020 and was focused on providing Covid 19 information and support.
This postponement allowed the new website design to go live alongside some new digital services including reporting street waste issues such as fly tipping.
Alongside developing digital channels further work was focused on addressing digital inclusion in borough. A team bringing together, local education
establishments, local business and the Council. This include access to training and assistance in using digital services.

Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

4

0

3

0

0

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

An open and transparent council, with accessible data and decisions which are subject to public debate and scrutiny.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Introduce a Scrutiny Panel to empower residents to Complete
challenge council decisions (PH C&E)

Complete

01/06/2018

Strengthen the council’s approach to performance Performance and risk reports were produced in late 2019, follow-up
and risk management and produce quarterly
reports for 2020 were put on hold given the priority for officers to
budget, performance and risk management reports respond to the Covid pandemic
to Committee. (PH C&E)

In progress

Original:
01/06/2019
Revised:
September
2021

Ensure that the speed and quality of decisions on
planning applications protects the council’s right to
determine planning applications. (PH PP&C)

Complete and business as usual

Complete and
BAU

Ongoing

Improve the quality of Kingston’s Open Data Portal
to increase the amount of service and financial data
published to improve transparency of the council
and assist resident scrutiny. (PH ASC&PH)

This work was put on hold to allow the Data and Insight Team to fulfil In progress
urgent pandemic related data work (Kingston Stronger Together data,
Local Contact Tracing data, case data, vaccination data, support to
SILVER, support to care worker testing and other activities).

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised:March
2022

Narrative: An open and transparent council
At the outset of the pandemic in March 2020 the Council took the exceptional step of cancelling its formal committee meetings to ensure compliance with
government guidance. In order to retain as much democratic oversight as possible measures were put in place to broaden the consultation with Members and
to ensure public notice was given of all decisions taken. The Council was able to reinstate its Committee meetings in virtual form in May 2020. The Council
has now streamlined its strategic decision making committees, moving from five committees to three. This streamlined strategic committee structure aims to
better fit current and anticipated volumes of business, and enhance the quality and effectiveness of the decision making process.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

CORPORATE AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Value, respect and reward our staff, listen to their ideas and concerns, provide a ‘golden thread’ on how they are helping
us to achieve our ambitious aims.
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Agree a mechanism for measuring the employee
experience and engagement and building
opportunities for employee input and involvement
into the way we work. (PH C&E)

Annual staff survey scheduled for summer (date tbc). 24 x wellbeing In progress
& resilience workshops focussed on embedding wellbeing principles
to start in April. The workshops will target 240 people managers,
providing tools and techniques to facilitate team and individual
wellbeing. Pulse survey linked to Future Workplace launching within
two weeks. This will provide data re staff expectations on future
ways of working

Original:
01/03/2020
Revised:
Ongoing continue to
report

Narrative: Value, respect and reward our staff, listen to their ideas and concerns, provide a ‘golden thread’ on how they are helping us to achieve
our ambitious aims.
We have been strengthening our Employee Voice through our established and active staff networks. Each Directorate also has an established Employee
Voice Forum, where representatives come together to discuss their ideas and concerns. Underpinning our Star Values, we have a constantly growing library
of resources to support staff wellbeing. A short pulse survey was launched in early April to better understand staff preferences regarding returning to
collaborative work spaces. The survey had a return rate of 61% of RBK staff. Staff are actively engaged with opportunities to ask questions and provide
ideas through regular staff communications from CE, The Leader and SLT. Feedback from staff is being used to create the Employee Value Proposition
(EVP) to be launched as part of delivering the Future Workplace Programme.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

1

0

0

PLACE COMMITTEE

Develop a response to the Climate Emergency
Corporate Plan actions

Update

Status

Target date

Develop an initial action plan to reduce carbon in
Council Operations (PH EaST)

Draft actions have been presented to Assistant Directors for sign off. In progress
These will form the basis of a strategic action plan to be consulted
on in the autumn of 2021. However, a number of key projects are
underway that will support delivery of targets around a reduction in
emissions from the Council's own operations including the
redevelopment of two leisure centres; feasibility of a district heat
network in Kingston Town Centre and faster roll out of LED street
lighting and move towards a greener fleet of vehicles.

Original:
01/09/2020
Revised:
September
2021

Narrative: Develop a response to the Climate Emergency
The response to the Climate and Ecological Emergency is underway across the organisation. Highlights so far include recruiting a new biodiversity officer
and subsequent development of biodiversity strategy and project delivery, identifying funds to upgrade street lighting to be more carbon efficient and ongoing
awareness raising with staff, community and key local partners. Reducing carbon is now a core part of what we do as an organisation and is linked to many
evolving strategies and plans around management of our buildings, green spaces and commissioned services.
These has been some delay on full developing and publishing our draft action plan as a result of the pandemic. The Local Plan consultation due this
summer will include the climate emergency as a key theme and we will also soon be publishing our Air Quality Action plan which contains interlinking actions
that will deliver against our carbon reduction ambition.
Complete

Ongoing

In progress

On hold

Closed

0

0

1

0

0

Section I

Organisational Outcome
Key Performance Indicators

Years supply of land for housing development
2.9 years as at 1st April 2018. Awaiting update via GLA, though will
probably be similar.
Development of a new Local Plan which will include a strategy for the
borough should help address the need for greater supply of land for
housing. Housing Delivery Test Action Plan also sets out how the council
intends to increase housing supply.
% of planning applications for major development within statutory
target
The Speed of Determining Major Applications are above the threshold.

% of planning applications for minor development within statutory
target
The service is maintaining delivery within required government thresholds
for speed and quality of decision making with regular monitoring to
manage slippage.

Average standard re-let time - general needs housing
Larger delays in June due to Covid restrictions and more recently at
year-end. The small number of lets involved and outliers can skew the
average.

Commercial rent collected as a % of total rent due
Covid 19 and the Lockdown had a heavy bearing on tenants’ ability to
pay. In addition there is a moratorium on action for recovery. The position
however improved during Quarter 2.

% Housing rent arrears collection
Housing rent arrears are well below target at 2.7%.

% third party spend with Small Medium Enterprises and Voluntary
Community Sector
Efforts to promote contracts to SMEs, the VCS and to local companies
and thus benefit the local economy have achieved targets this year.

% third party spend within borough
Spend with local businesses continues to be above target and the
actual spend level has increased each quarter, reaching £9m for the
period January to March 2021.

General fund revenue budget
Additional Central Government funding support and in-year savings
programme- necessary to assist the costs incurred in dealing with the
pandemic - has helped the Council achieve a balanced budget.

% Current year Council Tax collected
Council tax collection ended the financial year 1.3% below target. Covid
impacted on residents, such as through unemployment and furlough,
resulting in some cases in a reduced ability to pay. Staff have
administered the Council Tax Reduction Scheme where applicable.

% NNDR (Business Rates) collected
Business rate collection rates ended the financial year 6.5% below target,
given the impact of Covid on business. The service has paid out grant
funding in COVID related reliefs.

% FOI requests responded to within 20 working days
Improvements made to the process and monitoring of FOI responses has
in recent months resulted in a major improvement in response rates,
reaching Information Commission Office standards.

% of Stage 1 complaints responded to within 15 working days
Changes have been made to the oversight in handling complaints within
each directorate in recent months, though this fell back in March.

Average speed of answered calls
Call wait times were below 5 minutes for the majority of the year. In
February call wait times were above 5 minutes due to staff training
requirement and vacancies.

% Channel shift achieved for Customer Services
This KPI is being reassessed to more accurately reflect channel shift
across the organisation.

% residents who agree the council involves them in decision-making
The annual residents survey was postponed due to the pandemic.

Number of people engaged through Let’s Talk portal
Although the annual residents survey did not take place this year, other
smaller-scale surveys have, through the Council’s Lets Talk portal.

Gender pay-gap
Latest data for 2018/19 shows that the gap between what men and
women earn to have reduced to 3.8%

% Female staff
Females account for 59% of staff at the Council; slightly lower than the
London Councils average but higher than borough demographics (50.5%)

% Black, Asian & Minority Ethnicity staff
23.8% of staff identify as Black, Asian & Minority Ethnicity; compared to the
London Councils average of 43.9% and local population (31.9%). An action
plan is being implemented to address this.

% staff with a disability
7.2% of Council staff record having a disability, this is slightly higher than
the London Councils average (5.6%).

% staff LGBT
4.4% of staff identify as LGBT.

% Age-group
The greatest % of staff are in the 55-64 age
group, followed by 45-54

